CONGRATULATIONS!

TO

You are the fortunate recipient of

DAAP DOLLARS!

Payable in the amount of:

$ __________

This certificate may be redeemed for:

(DAAP Fashion Show Tickets, DAAPcamp Tuition, DAAP Style Studies Trip Fee)

FROM

To redeem DAAP DOLLARS, please contact the Office of Non-Academic Programming at the College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning: wilsonll@ucmail.uc.edu or 513-556-2958. To apply toward purchase, this certificate must be accompanied by the original receipt obtained at the purchase of DAAP DOLLARS.

DAAP Dollars expire two (2) years from the date of sale shown on this confirmation.

DAAP Dollars are not redeemable for cash and must be redeemed in full when used.

Treat DAAP Dollars as you would any cash balance; anyone possessing the DAAP Dollars certificate number may use DAAP Dollars.

DAAP Dollars are only good toward balances due for the following DAAP Programs: DAAP Camps, DAAP Style Studies, DAAP Fashion Show, Other DAAP Programs that explicitly list the acceptance of DAAP Dollars.